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Get UP CLOSE with the series applauded as “not your average biographies…

meaty fare…honest and engaging” by The Horn Book Magazine. Every Up Close

title features in-depth information and remarkable photographs, and is p e rf e c t

for classrooms, libraries, and history b u ff s !
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• Why was it important to treat the sale of rights and the production of the

film version of To Kill a Mockingbird with extreme sensitivity?  

• Who was Gregory Peck? How did he “save” the film?

• Discuss Lee’s refusal to grant any more interviews about Mockingbird. Why

does she behave this way?  Do you think she is justified in doing so?  

• What ultimately happened to the second novel that Tay hoped to publish

with Lee in 1968? 

• What became of Truman Capote? How do people believe he and Lee 

left off? 

• Explain the lasting impression of To Kill a Mockingbird. According to

chapter ten, how has the book continued to impact readers? Do you think

Lee is pleased with this legacy?

CRITICAL   THINKING  QUESTIONS  &   AC  T  I  V  I  T  I  E  S

• If you have not done so already, read To Kill a Mockingbird. Discuss 

the similarities and differences between Scout’s story and Harper Lee’s

own life. Is the book autobiographical? In chapter eight, Lee says her book

“has a universal theme. It’s not a ‘racial’ novel. It portrays an aspect of

civilization.” Do you agree with her reasoning that the story could “happen

to anybody, anywhere people live together”? Are the themes and situations

present in the novel still relevant today? 

• At the end of chapter ten, Lee is quoted as having said “When you have

a hit like that, you can’t go anywhere but down” in response to why she

never wrote another book. Is this true? Brainstorm a few suggestions 

of stories that Lee might have tackled in a second novel. Do you think

she should write about race, children, or a small town again? Would you

advise her to try another topic, time period, or genre? Write a letter to

Lee expressing your opinion on her statement about hit novels and 

persuading her to try again with some of your brainstormed ideas.

S h a re your letter with your classmates. What story ideas were most 

popular? Why? What are some of the most convincing arguments 

students made for Harper Lee to write another book?

• Why do you think Harper Lee is such a private person? Do you agree that

she is right to keep her life private, or do you feel she has an obligation as

a public figure to share with her fans? With a partner, create and perform

a mock question-and-answer skit that you imagine taking place between

a reporter and Lee today, if she were willing to grant such an interview.

What questions would you ask? What might she say about her book in

modern times? 

While reading Up Close: Harper Lee, ask your students to think about 

the following questions. Answers can either be written individually or 

discussed in groups to make for an interesting and thought-provoking

classroom conversation.

COMPREHENSION   QUESTIONS

• A c c o rding to the fore w o rd, why hasn’t Harper Lee authorized this 

biography? What other ways was Kerry Madden able to gather information

about Lee? After reading the book, do you think it hurt the biography

that there were no direct interviews with Lee? How might the narr a t i v e

have been diff e rent if Harper Lee had part i c i p a t e d ?

• Discuss Lee’s childhood. Who were the members of her family? How was

she affected by the Great Depression?  

• In what ways did growing up in Monroeville inspire Lee’s writing?

• Who was Son Boulware? What happened to him at Truman’s Halloween

party? How did this and other racial injustices as depicted in chapter three

impact Lee? 

• Think about Lee’s behavior at both her first and second colleges. Where

and when did she interact with other students? 

• Which topics did she address in her short stories? Why do you think she

chose to write about these areas?

• How did Lee come to the conclusion that she should pursue a writing

career?

• What were the early years of Lee’s life like in New York City? What 

does the book say she liked about living in New York? Do you think there is

anything she disliked? Why or why not?

• Which two events spurred the creation of stories that would later become

parts of To Kill a Mockingbird? What “miracle” led to her beginning to write

the entire novel? 

• Analyze Lee’s life as a writer. Examine her writing process, her work ethic,

and her social and emotional well-being during the years it took her to

write her novel. 

• What is In Cold Blood? What role did Lee have in its development? Why did

people in Kansas respond differently to her than they did to Truman?

• How did Lee hope To Kill a Mockingbird would be received? What 

happened instead? How did the townspeople of Monroeville react to 

the book?
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